
Search Marketing
Driving Opportunity with inbound/outbound marketing



Two Types
Search Engine Optimization

-highest conversion rates

-takes time

-difficult for competitive keywords

-benefit is residual and long lasting

Paid Advertising

-lower conversion rates

-immediate

-cost more for highly valuable keywords

-benefit ends as soon as you stop paying



Search Engine Optimization
Joe Amaral - COO



Search Engine Optimization
What is SEO? 

SEO is basically a methodology of modifying a websites “appearance” to Google.

What that means in practical terms is we are using the factors Google tells us make up 

the things which get you ranked. 

So what are those factors?

While no one actually knows how many, it has been assumed to be 200 or more 

factors. Though they are not equal in weight. The exact number of most important can 

change depending on who you speak to, but it is somewhere around to. Let’s look at 

them.



Top 10 ranking factors
1. Secured sites (HTTPS vs. HTTP)

2. Websites that are mobile-friendly

3. Schema markup

4. Webpage content quality

5. Webpage content length

6. Page speed

7. Social signals

8. Quality backlinks

9. Optimized images

10. Domain age

https://www.growth.pro/blog/social-signals


Schema Markup
Add context so Google can better understand what the text is. This is usually json or 

microdata.

Schema is developed by a group of companies under not for profit means to 

standardize the creation, use standards, and adoption of schema. You may find it here 

https://schema.org/. An example of what it looks like can be found here 

https://schema.org/price.

Google has created a really easy tool to help implement and test your schema.

https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-tool/u/0/

 back

https://schema.org/
https://schema.org/price
https://search.google.com/structured-data/testing-tool/u/0/


Webpage content quality
It’s not exactly what you think. While good grammar and spelling do matter it is more 

than that. A zero rate is not achievable, a 99.5% is generally accepted.

E-A-T Expertise, Authority, and Trustworthiness

Good backlink authority, no spam https://moz.com/blog/google-e-a-t

YMYL Your Money or Your Life

Search Engine Land - Your money or your life

back

https://moz.com/blog/google-e-a-t
https://searchengineland.com/quality-raters-handbook-your-money-or-your-life-177663


Page Speed
We all want our website to load faster, right. But what does that actually mean? What is the 

benchmark? And maybe more importantly what drives the ability to make that happen?

Average speed in 2019 10.27 seconds. No standard but 2-3 seconds is goal.

● Device & internet speed count.

● More images & functionality mean more load.

● Most tests are not accurate.

● AMP helps solve this. 

https://unbounce.com/landing-pages/2019-is-the-year-of-page-speed/

https://backlinko.com/page-speed-stats

https://moz.com/learn/seo/page-speed

https://unbounce.com/landing-pages/2019-is-the-year-of-page-speed/
https://backlinko.com/page-speed-stats
https://moz.com/learn/seo/page-speed


Page Speed
No clearly stated standard, we use 2-3 

second load time based on Pingdom.

Google’s tools are inadequate for our use. 

back



Quality Backlinks
back



Quality Backlinks
Pass authority to your website

Look for topic relevant websites

Over 30 DA https://ahrefs.com/website-authority-checker

Referral traffic

Can get pricey 

back

https://ahrefs.com/website-authority-checker


Focus on the Actionable/Measurable 
SEO generates tons of data points. It can be confusing.

Ask the question, if I do this/that what can I expect? How can that be measured?

Examples:

Fix “errors” in an SEO report

Increase my “speed score” to what? Will yield what?

Climbing search ranking is a process, you want to see steady improvement.



Paid Advertising (PPC)
Brad Keller - Search Marketing Manager



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Using Google with Facebook/Instagram to maximize your reach towards the   

Three Main Stages of the Sales Funnel...

Introduction / Interest / Intent

The Best Practice is using Google Responsive Display Ads (Audience Based) YouTube 

Video (if available) and Search Ads (Keyword Based) combined with a 

Facebook/Instagram PPC campaign to 

● Find Prospects (Introduction) - People Surfing and Searching the Internet

● Sell to Them (Interest) - Your Online Presence is your “Top Salesperson”

● Take Their Money (Intent) - If Easy to Find You - Then Easy to Pay You



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Introduction / Interest / Intent

Introduction - People can't learn about you, call you or pay you money if they've never 

heard of you.

● Using Display Ads & YouTube Videos served to In-Market Audiences within a 

targeted geographic area

● Using Facebook/Instagram Ads served to In-Market Audiences 



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Introduction / Interest / Intent

Interest - Once people know you're an option for their needs, they go into the 

"fact-finding" stage where they will learn as much as they can about everything - the 

procedure, the practice and the doctor.   They will look online everywhere to learn 

more about you

●  This is where having a strong online “footprint” makes all the difference. Google 

Ads – Social Medial - Google Map Listing – Google SEO  All work in concert – 

like dominos.

● It does not work like this:  1 search - 1 click - 1 new client



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Introduction / Interest / Intent

Intent - I've met you; I've learned all about you and now you're it!  Now I just need to 

call you or submit my info online to book an appointment to pay you money!

● Using Google Search Ads with Low Funnel Keywords to capture searches of 

people ready to commit.  You need to make it as easy as possible for people to 

reach you so they can pay you money!



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Overview of Responsive Display Ads

● They include all 3 of Google's environments

○ Search (Text)

○ Display (Images)

○ YouTube (Videos)

● They are very targeted to your specific clientele as they are served to In-Market Audiences

○ These are people who have already been identified as being in-market to your services based on 

their online search and browsing history.

● We can use multiple images, videos and calls to actions / incentives / offers within these ads

○ Google will show them in many variations.  Over time, best performing ads rise to the top and are 

shown more often for best results.

● We can build custom audiences based on your competitor’s website visitors. 

○ People who visit your competitor’s websites can be targeted to show your ads to them.



Digital Marketing (Pay Per Click)
Benefits of Responsive Display Ads and YouTube Video Ads:

● Extremely cost effective - massive reach for very little cost. 

●  Great source of New User Traffic to the website.  

○  New Traffic to a website is a leading ranking factor for SEO authority

● Excellent method of Introducing your business to Local, In-Market Audiences



How To Use PPC Through The Covid-19 Crisis
I am not advising a business to go completely "dark" online during this time - quite the opposite - 

and here is why:  Everyone is at home now with nothing better to do but go online and research 

what they are in-market for.  This is actually the best time to be visible to this at-home market.  

My recommendation is to stay visible on “Upper Funnel - Introduction/Interest” channels 

(video/display ads) which are at a much lower cost and spend less on “Lower Funnel - Intent” 

channels (Search) which are at a higher cost, during this time instead of going “dark”.     

This will keep your marketing costs at a manageable level during the best time to reach this 

captive audience and enter them into the funnel of consideration so the can (and they will) call 

you when all this is over.

Those who are proactive in business during this time will reap the benefits when this passes, and 

those who don't - won't.



How To Use PPC Through The Covid-19 Crisis
Google just announced it will be giving all small and medium businesses that currently 

use Google Ads FREE AD MONEY to get through the COVID-19 crisis.

Statement from Google:

$340 million in Google Ads credits available to all SMBs with active accounts over the 

past year. Credit notifications will appear in their Google Ads accounts and can be 

used at any point until the end of 2020 across our advertising platforms. We hope it 

will help to alleviate some of the cost of staying in touch with their customers.

https://blog.google/inside-google/company-announcements/commitment-support-small

-businesses-and-crisis-response-covid-19



Paid Search - Pricing
(#1) Google Responsive Display Ads (runs on the Search, Display & Video networks)  

● $295 MGMT Fee / $300 Ad Spend $595 total monthly cost (recommended) 

● Does not include custom built landing pages and PPC call tracking number

 

(#2) Facebook Paid Search  (many ad options available) Up to 5 Ad Sets / Services

● $495 MGMT Fee / $300 Ad Spend per Ad Set (recommended)

● Includes up to 3 Custom Landing pages and 1 PPC call tracking number

 



Paid Search - Pricing
(#3) Full Google Ads Campaign using Search Ads/Responsive Display Ads and YouTube videos (if 

available) 

● Up to 5 Ad Groups / Services 

● $595 MGMT Fee / $500 Ad Spend per Ad Group (recommended)

● Includes up to 5 Custom Landing pages and 1 PPC call tracking number

● Includes Responsive Display Ads | Search (Text) Ads | Video (YouTube) ads

(#4) Combined Google and Facebook PPC Campaign 

$925 MGMT Fee (A 15% MGMT Fee Discount) / Ad Spend TBD

● Includes All from #2 & #3



Google Ads PPC
Examples Of Responsive Display Ads



Google Ads PPC
Examples Of Responsive Display Ads


